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What is world unification?
It’s the work to make the world become like having only 

one country.

• No borders (No immigration controls)

• No wars (No national armies)  



Benefits of World Unification
All human beings can travel around the world freely; save lots 
of time and resources with immigration controls
No war victims; save lots of military budgets

*  Military cost: $1981 billion in 2020 
          * War victims include all of us 

Good world unification plans must get global acceptance 
peacefully, and be able to keep good things while eliminate 
bad things.

       



World Unification is absolutely possible.

Because all lands and all humans 
on earth are the same.
Countries are just arbitrarily 
divided.



World Unification can help war victims



School fights

Poverty

Assassinations

Garbage and Pollution Terrorism

Climate change

and can solve these problems.



It will be much easier for us to visit beauty of our earth.



The ideal world we should reach

Not the world where everyone is rich (impossible!), 
but everyone lives peacefully and happily.



Some movements/organizations/persons contributive to world unification



World Party (พรรคชาวโลก)

Main web page: http://www.w-g.jp/wp/wp.htm



Solutions of World Party 

Final goal: Establish the world federation to solve global problems 
beyond capacity of national governments. 

1st step: Set up eligible political World Party branches in all countries. 
2nd step: Branches participate to win national general election. 
3rd step: All World Party branches that have become national 
governments convene to determine the date of World Federation
establishment.



Latest event of World Party 

World Party President
Mr. Toshio Suzuki

Photos during the 3rd World Party Convention in Nepal, 13-17 December 2019



World Party Thailand
พรรคชาวโลกแหง่ประเทศไทย

Temporarily main web page ( ): 
https://weloveourworld.com/World_Party_Thailand.htm



Requirements for founding a Thai political party
ขอ้กําหนดของ กกต. 

- At least 15 persons submit an application 
(with names and logo) to Election 
Commission of Thailand (ECT) for an initial 
approval that is valid for 180 days.
-(สมาชกิอยา่งนอ้ย 15 กกต.  

180 วนั)

- Within 180 days, find at least 500 founding 
members, have a meeting with at least 250 
members, and get a fund of at least 1 million 
baht  => submit to ECT to check and grant 
the final approval.
-(ภายใน 180 วนั จะตอ้งหาสมาชกิใหไ้ดอ้ยา่งนอ้ย 
500 คน  และรวบรวมเงนิทนุใหไ้ดอ้ยา่งนอ้ย 1 ลา้น

กกต. 
สมบรูณ)์



Application for World Party membership
การสมคัรเป็นสมาชกิพรรคชาวโลก

1) Via World Party President ( ): 
http://www.w-g.jp/wgi/application.htm

2) Via World Party Thailand Facebook Group (สมัครเป็นสมาชกิกลุม่เฟซบุค๊ของพรรคฯ): 
https://web.facebook.com/groups/933856977078916/

Note: To contribute to the 1 million baht fund, in this Facebook Group, you can 
make a pledge to add money to the Party's fund when registering with ECT. 

หมายเหต:ุ หากตอ้งการรว่มสมทบทนุเขา้กองทนุของพรรคใหไ้ดค้รบ 1 อง
กกต. โปรดโพสตแ์จง้ความจํานงในกลุม่เฟซบุค๊



Why World Party is the best 
world unification approach

1) It is compatible with current systems in most countries. So, this approach should be globally 
accepted as an efficient way to keep good things and eliminate bad things in our world.

2) The unification will happen gradually; thus allowing people to adjust, and minimizing any 
possible losses of any human beings. 

3) We are headed by a generous and sincere leader (President Toshio Suzuki) , who would lead 
our work toward benefits of the entire humanity, not himself, our members, or any companies.

4) We already have capable members in various regions of the world (and will have more) who  
can make world federation laws comply with existing laws/rules of any societies.

5) With great benefits of world federation goal, to enable border-less travelling and military-
less world, our party’s branches are much likely to win national elections soon. 



World Party also gets support 
from World Unification Club 

(ชมรมรวมโลก)

https://www.facebook.com/WorldUnificationClub/



Thanks for watching 


